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This issue is dominated by two main topics: Metaverse and 
cybersecurity. Is this the next big thing or just another 
passing hype? Dr. Nicolas Hohn-Hein, Dr. Claudia 
Milbradt and also Renato Fazzone have a clear view on the 
metaverse and Web 3.0: It is a virtual land full of business 
opportunities. Both articles are definitely must-reads on 
your list.

Cybersecurity is—unfortunately—not just hype, but by far 
the biggest threat to companies and the economy world-
wide. Zoë Andreae shows how the legal department can be 
the driving force in building a Cybersecurity risk manage-
ment strategy.

In addition, Giuseppe Marletta and Antje Teegler report on 
the key findings of the latest ACC Foundation's biannual 
State of Cybersecurity Report. Twice the heavy fare, but you 
really should be up to date on these topics.
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The	metaverse	
A new playing field for intellectual 
property law
By	Dr.	Nicolas	Hohn-Hein,	LL.M.,	and	Dr.	Claudia	Milbradt

T
he metaverse has been described as the future of 
the internet – a digital world where we will live, 
work and play. It has attracted enormous invest-
ment from both tech companies and companies 

outside the traditional tech space. Web3 technologies 
(metaverse and non-fungible tokens) create a unique 
possibility for any company. This is not only true for 
those companies whose current or future business relies 
on brands, content creation and/or online platforms to 

connect and interact with customers, but for all compa-
nies, including those who have historically relied on 
face-to-face meetings with their customers. 

The metaverse, or a very first iteration of it, is here to 
stay and presents tremendous opportunities for intellec-
tual property protection regarding its technological ba-
sis as well as content. Legal practitioners are recom-
mended to obtain a basic understanding of the metaverse 

Dr.	Claudia	Milbradt
Clifford Chance, Dusseldorf
Head of IP Germany, Partner 

claudia.milbradt@cliffordchance.com

www.cliffordchance.com

Dr.	Nicolas	Hohn-Hein,	LL.M.
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3D-workbenches will allow for new ways of productivity, providing users with the means to make (technical and creative) developments (interactive objects) alone or 
in collaboration with third parties.
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as new digital business models emerge, shaping not only 
our clients’ businesses, but also how legal services are pro-
vided.

The metaverse is here to stay (and grow)

Much has been written about what the metaverse is (and 
isn’t). There is no universally accepted definition for the 
term “metaverse”, and, for many, it is simply an amor-
phous term used to refer to an as-yet-undeveloped future 
of the internet. Almost all concepts of the metaverse in-
clude the use of virtual reality (VR), augmented reality 
(AR), holography and avatars, connected by a massive 
network. 

Nonetheless, while there are competing visions of the 
metaverse, one key feature of the metaverse is interopera-
bility, or the ability for users to move their avatars and 
items of value such as digital assets from one “corner” of 
the metaverse, such as a program, site, or platform, to an-
other without any loss in functionality or identity. 

Whatever the metaverse “is”, predictions by leading ex-
perts see the metaverse market reaching around US$1 tril-
lion in size, with potential revenue ranging between US$8 
and $13 trillion by 2030. 

Our IP framework will be fit-for-purpose

IP law has always been at the forefront of technological 
breakthroughs, showing the necessary degree of flexibility 

to deal with the protection of a novel subject. Given the 
fact that the metaverse will be based on a combination of 
known technologies, in particular software, we are confi-
dent that the existing legal framework will provide suffi-
cient answers to most legal issues.

However, let’s keep in mind that any technical revolution 
that changes the ways how we communicate or do busi-
ness with each other may require legislators to step in and 
close any gaps or even out imbalances. Think about the 
rise of the software industry, especially in the 70s and 80s, 
and its impact on copyright law, or the internet which has 
been continuously shaping consumer laws in particular 
up to today.

Thus, the real question is whether the metaverse will be a 
revolution that will push our legal system to its limits, for 
example, in relation to advertising goods and services in a 
fully rendered 3D environment. Of course, this does not 
only apply to IP law, but also to other key areas such as 
contract law, financial regulations, and especially data 
protection laws.

It’s all about value creation and preservation

The metaverse represents the next iteration of the “inter-
net of value” with virtual creations and brands at its core. 
Creating such value requires proper legal protection of 
your digital creations through, for example, copyrights, 
patents, designs or trademarks. Think of the internet but 
with a third dimension and entirely new ways to work, 
consume and relax.

3D-workbenches will allow for new ways of productivity, 
providing users with the means to make (technical and 
creative) developments (e.g. interactive objects) alone or 
in collaboration with third parties. The possibilities ap-
pear to be endless, because the creator and/or operator of 
such workbench platforms will set the rules whether a 
(virtual) subject matter will behave in accordance with the 
laws of physics (e.g. by implementing powerful simulation 
software) – or completely differently depending on the 
particular use case.

The creation of content requires robust agreements be-
tween the stakeholders regarding, inter alia, the allocation 
and licensing of IP between or the protection of trade se-
crets. While this is not much different from traditional 
collaboration scenarios, the particularities of the metaverse 
need to be thought through at an early stage. In addition, 
apart from the collaborating parties and unlike “of-
fline-scenarios”, there may be further (passive) stakehold-
ers involved in the creation process, such as platform op-
erators and cloud service providers. 

Further, determining the identity of the creators of a given 
work in the metaverse may be more difficult when the 
work results from a decentralised collaborative process 
performed by users anonymised behind avatars. 

Extending your brand into the metaverse

Another remarkable development is the power of brands 
and the creation of true “brand experiences” in the 
metaverse. Luxury fashion brands in particular – but also 
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other entertainment or lifestyle companies – are actively 
exploring possibilities to engage with their customers in 
completely new, fascinating ways. Meanwhile, trademark 
lawyers are focusing on questions such as how trademark 
dilution might occur in the metaverse, whether digital as-
sets should qualify as “goods” for the purposes of trade-
mark laws, and who should be held liable when the identi-
ty of the infringer is unclear.

„While the metaverse is still at a very 
early stage – comparable to the early 
days of the internet – with viable use 
cases largely still under development, 
market participants, including legal 
practitioners, should not miss the 
opportunity to get ready and gain 
first-hand experience in the metaverse.“

For example, Balenciaga’s venture into the metaverse near 
the end of 2021, as the first to take on Fortnite, designing 
and providing virtual fashion pieces for players of the fa-
mous battle royal-style video game. While most of the 
merchandise had to be purchased, some items could be 
unlocked through playing, such as certain sneaker mod-
els.

In another case, Benetton channelled the brand power of 
store design by re-creating the design of a retail store, 

which had only existed in the metaverse, in its flagship 
store on the prestigious “Corso Vittorio Emanuele II” in 
the heart of Milan during Milan Fashion Week. Who 
would have imagined that the lines between the real and 
the virtual world could blur so easily?

Increasing number of IP enforcement cases

The increasing number of IP infringement cases demon-
strates that stakeholders are eager to defend their IP 
against violations by third parties in the metaverse. Plat-
form operators in particular should set robust terms and 
conditions for their users to protect themselves against il-
legal conduct, including IP infringements, affecting prod-
ucts created on or uploaded to the metaverse, such as 
non-fungible tokens (NFT, which are unique digital prod-
ucts mimicking real-life products or tokenising limited 
works of art). Also, trademark counterfeiting and false ad-
vertising in the dark back alleys of the metaverse may be-
come an increasing issue.

In Hermes Int. v Mason Rothschild, Hermes sued Mason 
Rothschild for copyright infringement for the creation of 
digital images of faux-fur-covered versions of the luxury 
Birkin handbags, subsequently amending the claims to 
add trademark infringement, trademark dilution, and cy-
bersquatting. In another instance, studio Miramax sued 
filmmaker Quentin Tarantino over Tarantino’s decision to 
release a series of “Pulp Fiction” NFTs encompassing cer-
tain scenes from Tarantino's famous movie. These are only 
two examples of several cases in the context of the 

metaverse demonstrating courts’ willingness to apply ex-
isting legal principles to this new realm.

Into the metaverse!

While the metaverse is still at a very early stage – compa-
rable to the early days of the internet – with viable use 
cases largely still under development, market participants, 
including legal practitioners, should not miss the oppor-
tunity to get ready and gain first-hand experience in the 
metaverse. Although opening a branch office in the 
metaverse serves mainly as a marketing tool at this stage, 
the question is not if, but when entering the metaverse will 
feel as natural as, e.g. reading this article on your PC, 
smartphone or tablet.	ß
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Web	3.0
Navigating a new era of physical 
ownership vs. digital ownership 
By	Renato	Fazzone	

W
hat is Web 3.0? How does it impact the rules 
of ownership? What risks and opportunities 
lie ahead for businesses in this new virtual re-
ality? The answers aren’t always clear or sim-

ple, but by developing a foundational understanding of 
the Web 3.0 landscape, organizations can prepare for 
and manage the implications and future-proofness of 
their digital strategies.

Web 3.0 describes a concept that, according to its pro-
ponents, should follow Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 as the third 
stage of development of the Internet. The first version of 
the internet, Web 1.0, focused on providing information 
on static web pages. Interactions between consumers 
and the providers of the information were not the focus. 
However, this changed with Web 2.0 (also called the so-

cial web). This phase became the basis for the establish-
ment of large internet corporations and platforms. 

Web 3.0 is an impending movement away from previous 
(centralized) control structures owned by technology 
giants and the handling of digital property. Until now, 
corporations have largely determined what content may 
be shown. Web 3.0 is intended to democratize the inter-
net again and allow digital content creators to maintain 
digital ownership. 

The redistribution of rights is achieved through a decen-
tralization of the internet. The idea is to have protocols 
and services such as DNS, cloud storage and content 
delivery networks run in a completely decentralized 
manner.

Renato	Fazzone
FTI Consulting, Dusseldorf
Senior Managing Director 

renato.fazzone@fticonsulting.com
www.fticonsulting.com

Blockchain services that support smart contracts can support transactions between parties. This is necessary if property is to be transferred from one person to another.
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How exactly does this work?

In Web 3.0, peer-to-peer computers based on blockchain 
technology are to replace the previously centralized plat-
forms. A blockchain is a public data structure distributed 
across several computers. Transactions are recorded in it 
in a traceable and unchangeable manner, and Web 3.0 is 
thus enabled, allowing various groups to implement and 
own digital space and content for altruistic and/or eco-
nomic purposes.

Differences between Web 3.0, Semantic 
Web and the Metaverse 

Another attempt to create a better internet is the Seman-
tic Web envisioned years ago by Tim Berners-Lee. The 
terms Web 3.0 and Semantic Web are sometimes used as 
synonyms, but they describe two different concepts.

„An important principle of Web 3.0 is 
the assignment of ownership to indi-
viduals. Therefore, the question of 
digital ownership becomes a particu-
larly relevant issue.“

While Web 3.0 builds upon blockchain technology and 
aims to redistribute power structures and digital proper-
ty and (technologically) decentralize the internet, the 

Semantic Web aims to make Web 2.0 more user-friendly 
by incorporating machine learning and artificial intelli-
gence. Intelligent applications process large amounts of 
data to make the information available on the internet 
more accessible to users and easier to manage, all based 
on semantics.

Web 3.0 is also often referred to as the metaverse. In Web 
3.0, the question of ownership, digital ownership and 
control is at the forefront. In the metaverse, the focus is 
on user. Basically, the metaverse is any digital space in 
which users could access the internet via virtual reality 
or augmented reality technologies, and Web 3.0 concepts 
(decentralization and ownership) can be integrated into 
the metaverse. Examples of metaverses with Web 3.0 
concepts include The Sandbox or Decentraland, while 
metaverses with Web 2.0 concepts include Fortnite and 
Horizon Worlds.

Implementation of Web 3.0

In Web 3.0, objects that are to be digitally marked as 
property (digital ownership) are called tokens. A token 
can be, for example, an image, a social media post or a 
comment under a blog. If rights to a token are to be 
transferred, a transaction takes place.

However, not only tokens can be stored in the block-
chain, but also contracts, or smart contracts in the Web 
3.0 context. Blockchain services that support smart con-
tracts can therefore support transactions between par-

ties. This is necessary if property is to be transferred 
from one person to another.

In the Web 3.0 landscape, significant attention has been 
given to Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), which assign 
rights to a digital object (especially digital art) to a spe-
cific person/owner via the blockchain. In Web 3.0, cor-
porations theoretically no longer profit from the art cre-
ated by others. Instead, each digital artifact belongs to an 
individual owner who may determine usage rights for 
their digital property. 

However, this concept has nuances that are yet to be 
worked out. For example, the legal framework around 
the ownership of a token is still developing—in other 
words, there is no universally agreed and legally enforced 
means of recognizing ownership. In a case ruling in the 
U.K. earlier this year, an NFT was recognized as proper-
ty, which supports the idea that NTFs are not simply 
providing ownership of an image, but rather are more 
broadly recognized as assets. We’re likely to see more 
luxury goods using this technology to store the certifi-
cate of ownership and authenticity, which has the poten-
tial to serve as a legal equivalent to traditional physical 
certificates. 

Conclusion: Ownership vs. digital 
ownership in Web 3.0

An important principle of Web 3.0 is the assignment of 
ownership to individuals. Therefore, the question of dig-
ital ownership becomes a particularly relevant issue.
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Web 3.0 aims to become more accessible and more equal 
for everyone. Users are given data sovereignty and con-
trol over their own content, and censorship can be cir-
cumvented. While this redistribution of power seems 
desirable, data protection must not be forgotten when 
recognizing digital ownership in the real world. 

How this will ultimately look in practice remains to be 
seen, especially since there are tendencies to regulate 
such approaches. Organizations will need to continue to 
closely watch developments in this arena and develop 
strategies and processes that are adaptable to changes in 
the landscape and the laws that will ultimately govern 
it.	ß
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How	the	legal	department	can	be	the	driving	force	in	
building	a	cybersecurity	risk	management	strategy
Cyberattacks are globally perceived as the number one business risk
By	Zoë	Andreae

While digitizing legal data is necessary for a wide range of reasons, new challenges emerge given the new locations where this information is being stored. Legal 
departments face a higher risk than ever to be targeted by the growing variety of cybercriminal motivations present in an evolving cybercrime industry.
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A
s digitization advances in all aspects of life, so 
does cybercrime, too. Many legal departments are 
in the process of digitally transforming their busi-
ness, making them particularly vulnerable to dig-

ital threats. Cybercrime causes annual damage of around 
€ 223 billion in Germany alone. This amount has more 
than doubled since 2019. Despite the pressing threat of 
data theft and espionage, many companies are yet to im-
plement an IT and cybersecurity strategy to prevent data 
loss, especially where sensitive data is usually found: in 
legal departments.

Cybercrime is a widespread global phenomenon; it tar-
gets computer systems and networks using the most ad-
vanced information technologies. The two most com-
mon types of cybercrime are cyber espionage and cyber-
terrorism. In cybercrime, unauthorized users attempt to 
access sensitive or confidential data or intellectual prop-
erty for economic gain, competitive advantage, or politi-
cal reasons. Cyberterrorism occurs when a criminal at-
tack is used to aid in or execute terrorist attacks.

Legal departments face a higher risk than 
ever

While digitizing legal data is necessary for a wide range 
of reasons, new challenges emerge given the new loca-
tions where this information is being stored. Legal de-
partments face a higher risk than ever to be targeted by 
the growing variety of cybercriminal motivations in an 
evolving cybercrime industry. This concerns the legal 
departments of the private and of public sector, as well as 

non-governmental organizations to the same extent. 
Rather than only physically protecting paper files from 
being stolen or destroyed through fire protection meas-
ures or controlled file access and documentation, safe-
guards must now be adapted and upgraded to the digital 
working environment. Neglecting to appropriately pro-
tect legal data—also data in outsourced databases or le-
gal services—can put a whole company at risk, as legal 
data belongs to the most sensitive data a company has.

Reasons and motivations for cybercrime 
and data theft

The reasons and motivations for cybercrime and data 
theft are manifold. For example, a hacktivist with ideo-
logical intentions might try to harm a company due to its 
overall purpose or specific actions, such as perceived en-
vironmental, societal, or political violations. Others may 
aim at simply obtaining large sums through bribery or 
profiting from dropping stock prices due to scandals or 
insider information. A competitor may aim at specific 
information as a means of espionage about new and dis-
ruptive technology or strategic innovations.

One might think that only large corporations are the tar-
get of cybercrime. However, SMEs are equally under at-
tack nowadays. Studies suggest that larger corporations 
usually are better protected due to larger budgets and 
higher risk-awareness, whereas SMEs less often have 
preventive measures or a predefined plan of action in 
place for the event of an attack. Overall, whether large or 
small, there is urgent reason for any company to set up or 

improve their cybersecurity strategies to adapt to the in-
creasingly sophisticated cybercrime industry. 

„Legal departments are at particular 
risk, as oftentimes re-accessing the 
stolen data is not enough to repair the 
damage.“

To define which measures should be taken to protect 
your data and processes, one should first take a glance at 
the common ways of accessing data illegally. Data could, 
for example, be encrypted by special malware, making it 
inaccessible to the owner. This leads to an inability to 
continue working with the data, which can have a signif-
icant impact on legal processes, such as missing court 
deadlines or loss of legal documents. Another common 
type of cybercrime is “spoofing”, where the attacker pre-
tends to be someone within the department, who sends 
emails requesting passwords or data. It is also common 
to experience a mix of methods when becoming a victim 
of an attack. Many attacks include bribing the company 
for a ransom by threatening to publish or further restrict 
access to stolen information.

Legal departments are at particular risk, as oftentimes 
re-accessing the stolen data is not enough to repair the 
damage. Even if a ransom is paid and data access is fully 
restored, which also is not always possible, there is no 
guarantee that the sensitive legal data cannot be used 
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against the company in the future as copies can easily be 
made. Be it patents, customer data, financial data, mar-
ket and competitor analyses, contract data, non-disclo-
sure agreements or information about company acquisi-
tions: losing them creates irreversible damage to the 
business and its stakeholders.

Paying a ransom?

This also leads to the question, whether paying a ransom 
in such a situation is advisable. Many experts are 
convinced that it is not safe to expect that cooperating 
with attackers will lead to a problem-free restoration of 
data access. Instead, the entire IT-infrastructure often 
needs to be checked and rebuilt to avoid keeping infested 
software parts. Also, the possibility of a criminal insider 
within the company cannot always be ruled out. On top 
of that, it is not completely certain, whether paying a 
ransom puts companies in a grey area, legally speaking. 
Studies show that of all the companies in a sample that 
were attacked before (72% of all respondents), only half 
were able to restore their data and get their systems run-
ning again. Three quarters of the attacked companies in 
the study did pay the demanded ransom, and 25% of 
companies experienced both irreversible data loss and 
financial damage.

Due to the digital nature of cyberattacks, it is difficult to 
trace attacks back to the origin and, therefore, back to 
the person or organization that executed the attack. Of-
ten, cybercriminals are organized (semi-)professionals, 
making exposing the source and closing leaks even hard-

er. The worst, however, is that many attacks stay unno-
ticed at first, creating a time advantage for the attack-
er(s). As such, the chances of successfully tracing an at-
tack and pursuing it at legal level are currently only at 
around 30%. In addition, most companies struggle to 
regain their reputation after an attack, leading to a po-
tential loss of future revenues, and at the same time  re-
quiring large amounts to pay for third-party damage 
claims, if not well insured. In the future, companies with 
negligent IT-security may even be partly held responsi-
ble for data loss due to cyberattacks. Consequently, it will 
not be sufficient to only react in the event of an attack. 
Instead, it will be essential to proactively invest time and 
resources to implement a profound cybersecurity risk 
management strategy to protect your business from ex-
periencing serious and lasting damage. 

Several options to protect against 
cybercrime

Companies have several options to protect themselves 
against cybercrime or lower the overall damage in case of 
an attack. Contrary to the common belief that cyberse-
curity is something that only affects the IT department, 
the largest risks to the security of a company are their 
employees. By training all employees to successfully be 
able to detect emails containing malware reduces the risk 
of letting malware into a system to a significant extent. 
Therefore, the first step towards more security is raising 
awareness for it across the company. Other measures that 
may help prevent attacks can be:

• Establishing password policies, mandating the use of 
complex passwords and two-factor-authentication

• Implementing antivirus and anti-spam software

• Storing backups on physically separated devices and 
testing system restoration only with them

• Securing networks by using firewalls, blocking illegal 
attempts at network connections, and network analyz-
ers, detecting any unusual network traffic, which may 
be an indication of a cyberattack

• Implementing intrusion detection and prevention sys-
tems, security information and event management 
solutions, as well as vulnerability scanners to continu-
ously scan networks and systems for indicators of an 
upcoming attack. Logs may show:

> Unknown scanners have been secretly used to 
check the systems’ vulnerabilities without the IT de-
partment’s knowledge

> Antivirus software may have been turned off or 
new accounts have been created without the IT de-
partment’s knowledge

> Weak elements in the systems that correspond to 
newly identified ones by IT-experts or the govern-
ment

Generally, it is important to have an incident response 
plan and implement it in case of an attack, outlining what 
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measures need to be taken right away to reduce damage to 
a minimum and keep the most important business areas 
running. Companies with incident response plans will be 
more successful in mitigating consequential damage in 
the event of a cyberattack.

As especially SME’s may not have the time or expertise to 
set up a cybersecurity risk management strategy as de-
scribed, seeking support from external experts in advance 
and in the event of an attack may be a reasonable option. 
On top of that, making sure that someone with good 
knowledge of the company's IT-system is available and 
part of the incident response team can also reduce the re-
sponse time and, potentially, the damage. When detecting 
an actual cyberattack in your system, the following steps 
may help:

• Inform general management and activate the incident 
response team

• Immediately inform local police authorities and report 
the case to the federal authorities, as required

• Disconnect the affected devices from the rest of the 
networks, if possible

• Make backups of the devices that are affected to collect 
evidence, if this does not disturb the containing of the 
spreading virus

• Manually save any data that affects critical processes 
and establish communication for those 

• Get help from an experienced IT and cybersecurity 
services provider

• Actively but carefully communicate the situation to af-
fected vendors, customers and partners

Conclusion

The likelihood of falling victim to a cyberattack  tomorrow 
has risen sharply over the last years. In fact, cyberattacks 
are globally perceived as the number one business risk by 
44% of risk managers (study sample size n=2650), identi-
fying cybercrime as one of the major risks for companies, 
with business interruptions and natural catastrophes com-
ing second and third. Depending on the type of business 
and market environment, cyberattacks in uncertain times 
like these can jeopardized the existence of a company. 
When digitally transforming a legal department to be-
come a business enabler within the company, general 
counsels should collaborate closely with IT and data pro-
tection departments to make protecting the digital legal 
data and the company’s data in general their top priority. 
The legal department should be the driving force in build-
ing the cybersecurity risk management strategy and in 
creating an incident response team and plan.	ß
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Data	and	Security	–	A	Question	of	Trust
Dirk Reinecke, Director Sales & Marketing Germany, Digital Realty 

E
verything is connected in data-driven companies. 
Processes are IT-controlled. It all depends on data. 
The seamless exchange of digital information is ex-
istential. In many processes, the efficient integra-

tion of various parties involved is a basic requirement. 
Therefore, IT and legal departments work hand in hand 
on the implementation of an IT security strategy. This 
often results in new data pools which can be accessed in 
different ways.

For many work processes, especially in legal depart-
ments, the cloud is the first choice. This is due not only to 
its infinitely scalable storage space, but also to the par-
ticularly high security standards in the cloud. Compa-
nies need powerful connections to process these large 
volumes of data seamlessly. This makes providers of ex-
ternal colocation data centers strategically important 
partners. 

The colocation data centers of Digital Realty are cloud 
and connectivity hubs where companies can operate 
their IT infrastructure so that large volumes of data pres-
ent an opportunity rather than an obstacle. The most 
important clouds are represented here, as are cloud ser-
vice providers and many options for establishing private 
and secure connections.

With Digital Realty, companies can not only manage and 
protect their data securely and efficiently, their IT is also 
optimally protected physically. Industry-leading fire and 
theft protection, and geo-redundancy guarantee this, in 
addition to redundancy, and an exceptional level of pow-
er and cooling availability. It is the ideal environment for 
a resilient IT infrastructure.	ß

"The colocation provider makes racks 
available to us in two data centers on the 
Frankfurt campus, allowing us to use 
active-active synchronization. This guar-
antees complete redundancy and high 
availability for our platform. At the same 
time, we ensure adherence to strict 
compliance guidelines for our customers."

Niklas Fehl, Head of IT at Drooms

Dirk defines the areas of sales and marketing and is the central point of contact for 
our customers with his team. He has gained experience in successfully selling 
hardware and software products in various management roles for over 21 years. 
Reinecke has worked at Oracle Germany for the past 11 years.

www.interxion.de	

de.info@digitalrealty.com	
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In-house	Legal’s	expanding	role	in	cybersecurity
Key findings: The ACC Foundation’s biannual State of Cybersecurity Report
By	Giuseppe	Marletta	and	Antje	Teegler

Giuseppe	Marletta
Association of Corporate Counsel, Brussels
Managing Director, Europe 

g.marletta@acc.com
www.acc.com

Antje	Teegler
Association of Corporate Counsel, Washington
Director International Membership Services,  

teegler@acc.com
www.acc.com

Chief Legal Officers (CLO) are not only looked to on a reactionary basis (once a data breach occurs, for example), but they often play an integral role in developing 
the underlying risk-mitigation strategy for the organisation.
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T
he latest State	of	Cybersecurity	Report released by the 
ACC Foundation in collaboration with EY has re-
vealed that legal departments continue to play an 
increasingly important role in a business-wide cy-

bersecurity strategy. There is growing cross-functional 
collaboration among Legal, IT, Security, and other appli-
cable business units, and one out of five companies now 
have a dedicated cybersecurity lawyer (often a sen-
ior-level position), who is sometimes even embedded in 
the IT department. The data included in this report rep-
resents 265 companies across 17 industries and 24 coun-
tries, providing a comprehensive understanding of how 
legal departments of different sizes engage in cybersecu-
rity matters.

When asked who in the organisation is primarily respon-
sible for coordinating the response to a data breach, the 
most common answer was the chief legal officer (CLO) 
for 38% of companies, up from 21.2% in 2020. Moreover, 
84% of CLOs now have at least some cybersecurity-relat-
ed responsibilities (up from 76% in 2020), whether in a 
leadership position, as part of a broader team with cyber 
responsibilities, or as part of an incident response team.

“As modern CLOs’ roles and responsibilities continue to 
expand, cybersecurity strategy and oversight is unques-
tionably one area where we’ve seen the largest growth,” 
noted Susanna McDonald, vice president and chief legal 
officer of ACC. “Between the ever-increasing frequency 
of attacks and substantial financial and reputational risk 
to the organisation’s operations and brand, this comes as 
no surprise. CLOs bring a unique combination of legal 
training, strategic thinking, and risk analysis to the table 

to best help prevent and, if need be, react to cybersecuri-
ty situations.”

„As modern CLOs’ roles and responsi-
bilities continue to expand, cybersecu-
rity strategy and oversight is unques-
tionably one area where we’ve seen 
the largest growth.“

With so much at risk, including damage to brand reputa-
tion, the liability of data subjects, regulatory action, loss 
of proprietary information, loss of business continuity, 
and potential executive liability, it is also no wonder that 
CLOs rank cybersecurity as the single most important 
issue in their overall business today (see other top find-
ings from the 2022	ACC	Chief	Legal	Officers	Survey).

CLOs play an important role in 
cybersecurity

Not only are CLOs expected to react (once a data breach 
has occurred, for example), they often play an integral 
role in developing the underlying risk-mitigation strate-
gy for the organisation. 61% of survey respondents say 
the legal department has a co-equal voice in setting the 
company’s overall risk-mitigation strategy alongside IT 
and compliance, and 64% of CLOs regularly report to the 

board of directors on cyber issues or, at least do so on an 
ad hoc basis.

More chief legal officers and general counsel oversee pri-
vacy than cybersecurity. In three-quarters of organisa-
tions, the CLO oversees privacy, which is either the direct 
responsibility of the CLO (55%) or has a dotted line to the 
top legal officer of the company (19%). Conversely, the 
cybersecurity function reports to the CLO in just 38% of 
organisations, 15% indicated that the CLO oversees cyber-
security directly and 23% do so through a dotted line. 

The fact that privacy reports to the CLO more often than 
cybersecurity is consistent with the results observed in the 
previous edition of the survey. However, the number of 
participating organisations where the CLO oversees cy-
bersecurity shows a 20-point increase from 18% to 38%.

The cybersecurity function is housed in many separate 
departments within the organisation, according to survey 
participants. A plurality (35%) of respondents report that 
cybersecurity is primarily handled by the chief informa-
tion officer (CIO), 23% indicate that it is under the chief 
technology officer (CTO), 11% report that the responsibil-
ity for cybersecurity is spread among different depart-
ments or business functions, and nine% indicated that it is 
primarily housed in the legal department. This is the larg-
est percentage of legal departments that house the cyber-
security function that has been observed since 2015, al-
though it remains a relatively uncommon practice.
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In-house counsel dedicated to cybersecurity 
increasing

38% of legal departments say their spend has increased as 
a result of their approach to cyber, compared to one year 
ago. This is an increase from just 23% who said so in 2015. 
50% said this increase was mainly attributed to outside 
spend (on law firms, ALSPs, and consultants), while 25% 
said the increase was mainly attributed to inside spend (on 
legal resources exclusively devoted to cybersecurity).

This spending pattern is in line with what we are observ-
ing in hiring patterns. 22% of companies now employ an 
in-house counsel with responsibility for cybersecurity, up 
10 percentage points since 2018. In 48% of cases, this law-
yer is responsible for coordinating cyberlaw strategy 
across the entire business and in 29% of cases this lawyer 
is fully embedded in cybersecurity/IT and works directly 
with technical resources. 56% of these lawyers are in sen-
ior-level positions.

The number of companies that now require annual cyber-
security training for all employees has also increased by 20 
percentage points since 2020. 63% of companies now have 
mandatory annual training on cybersecurity for all em-
ployees, an increase from 43% in 2020. 27% require train-
ing at different intervals and just 9% have no training re-
quirements at all, a reduction from 33% in 2018. Among 
companies that require training, a quarter customise that 
training to the specific role or level of security access of 
individual staff.

These are just a few of the many findings made in the most 
recent iteration of the ACC Foundation’s biannual State of 
Cybersecurity Report. To find out more, buy the full re-
port here and check out these ACC resources that might 
have the solution you are looking for:

• Cybersecurity is one of the top three issues for chief 
legal officers — learn	the	basics	and	how	to	work	with	your	

technology	department.

• Connect with like-minded peers and tap into the wis-
dom of the crowd when tackling your company’s risk 
management challenges or starting a new cybersecuri-
ty initiative. Join	the	ACC	IT,	Privacy	&	eCommerce	Network	to	

exchange	 ideas	and	expertise	on	policies,	best	practices	and	

more. (An ACC membership benefit.)

• In-house counsel share their organisation’s most sensi-
tive data with outside law firms. Yet 70% of legal de-
partments have no tool for assessing their law firms’ 
data security, and nearly 30% are dissatisfied with cur-
rent methods. Check	 out	 the	 Data	 Steward	 Program	 that	

gives	legal	departments	a	push-button	tool	for	assessing	law	

firm	 data	 security,	 consistent	 with	 their	 organisation’s	 most	

rigorous	 information	security	requirements,	at	no	cost	 to	 in-

house	counsel.	ß
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No	longer	a	
needle	in	the	
haystack
Leveraging machine learning to speed 
up fact finding in litigations
By	Maximilian	Wevers	and	Alina	Eichhorst

W
ith ongoing developments in digitization and 
automation, the working environment is flood-
ed with information: Digital documents and in-
formation pile up in our inboxes, converge into 

the cloud and accumulate on employees’ devices. 

Whenever a company is involved in legal proceedings or 
facing litigation, potentially relevant information must be 
identified, collected, and evaluated. This often results in 
large volumes of data. Even a single matter can require a 
review of tens of thousands of documents to classify and 
narrow down the pool of items that are relevant to the 
matter. Not only is the size of a matter growing, but so is 

the average number of matters, resulting in massive yearly 
spending for litigations.  

Document review and analysis…

Document review and analysis is a crucial part of a litiga-
tion. Given the ever-increasing volume of data, finding the 
needle in the haystack is way beyond a manual task. Clas-
sic approaches of linear reviews that group documents 
into random batches to structure the review population 
into manageable packages fall short, in terms of efficiency 
and speed, of generating results. 

Active Learning is one of the assisted review features used to train and create machine learning models to help speed up the human review process. The overall goal 
is to streamline the review process and increase efficiency as much as possible to find relevant information fastly while also reducing human effort.
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Today, the help of technology is required to review the 
documents in an efficient and timely manner:  Technolo-
gy-assisted review technologies like Active Learning are 
machine learning algorithms that can be trained individu-
ally to recognize which data could be potentially relevant 
to a particular matter at hand. Active Learning is one of 
the assisted review features used to train and create ma-
chine learning models to help speed up the human review 
process. The overall goal is to streamline the review pro-
cess and increase efficiency as much as possible to find 
relevant information quickly while also reducing human 
effort. In many cases, Active Learning enables the team 
working on the matter to stop the manual review at an 
earlier stage without having to review the complete uni-
verse of documents. The decision to stop the review is 
based on the result of the model and a statistically backed 
test. Hence, a well-trained model also minimizes the time 
and cost of such review. 

…and how it is done today: Active learning

How does this “magic” work? The algorithm builds a 
mathematical model based on the manual decisions of 
the reviewers. For each document in the review scope, a 
likelihood of relevancy with a respective scoring is calcu-
lated. All additional human decisions on new documents 
are used to continuously update the model while the re-
view is in progress, thereby improving the results 
throughout the overall review process.

At a technical level, the algorithm applies a so-called 
support vector machine. For each document, a posi-

tion—a so-called vector— in a space is calculated based 
on textual content of the review scope. The algorithm 
then calculates a dividing plane within the space that 
classifies documents as relevant on the one side and not 
relevant on the other. With each update of the model, the 
position of the separating plane is further adjusted, mak-
ing the classification more accurate. The scoring ulti-
mately results from the distance of each document to the 
dividing plane.

What is important for the overall quality assurance is 
that the human reviewer always stays in control of the 
results. While Active Learning makes suggestions for the 
classification of documents via relevance scoring, the 
documents are not tagged as relevant by the algorithm. 
The main purpose of this workflow is to streamline the 
review and queue the documents for manual classifica-
tion in the specific order that is most useful for the cur-

rent matter. Depending on the specific requirements of 
the matter, Active Learning offers diverse ways for queu-
ing in which the documents are provided to the review-
er: 

Prioritized review

If the focus is to identify relevant documents as quickly 
as possible, a prioritized review is the tool of choice. 
With this approach, documents with a high score are 
provided to the review team first. This workflow will en-
able the review team to identify potentially relevant doc-
uments in a short time, but the model will need to build 
precision over a longer time.

Coverage review

The alternative is a coverage review. This approach is in-
tended to train the model as quickly as possible. There-
fore, the documents rated least by the system (scoring 
close to 50%) are provided to the review team first. With 
this workflow, the model will gain precision faster and 
provide better quality results in terms of the suggested 
document scoring for relevancy.

The two approaches can also be used in combination. For 
example, a matter can be started in coverage review dur-
ing an initial review phase, and, as soon as the model 
reaches the desired accuracy, the workflow can be switch 
to a prioritized review. 

For the benefit of finishing the review before the entire 
document population has been reviewed, a dedicated 

Visual representation of document classification Source: Deloitte
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test (Elusion Test) can support the decision whether or 
not the remaining document population still has a high 
probability of containing relevant documents. The test is 
based on a sample drawn from the scope of unreviewed 
documents classified as not relevant by the algorithm.. 
This sample is reviewed manually by the review team. To 
ensure a meaningful result, either a statistically repre-
sentative sample size can be calculated by the system or a 
minimum fixed number of documents to be reviewed 
can be chosen. Based on the results of the review of the 
sample set, an estimation of the number of remaining 
relevant documents left in the review scope is calculated. 
If the probability of missing relevant documents (Elu-
sion Rate) is low enough, the decision can be made to 
end the review at the current state.

The review can be restarted at any time after the termina-
tion of an Active Learning review. Likewise, any number 
of Elusion Tests can be performed.

The review should be accompanied by constant monitor-
ing and reporting of the review process. Illustrative 
graphs visualize the progress and allow transparent re-
porting and control over the individual phases of the re-
view.

For example, the chart above shows the scoring over a 
document population of more than 400,000 documents 
after a successfully completed Active Learning review. 
While the scoring of most documents is averaging in 
50% range at the beginning of a matter, this model has 
clear peaks in the high and low percentage range of the 
scoring. This parabolic shape is one of the indicators for 
deciding of an Elusion Test is feasible, and an early re-
view stop can be justified.

Summary

The application of Active Learning in document reviews 
is evolving to a well-accepted approach when conducting 

litigations. With the advantages at hand, it can support a 
wide range of use cases from small to large matters and 
does not require additional setup efforts in comparison 
to traditional linear and batch-based reviews. Active 
Learning can identify relevant documents faster, increas-
es the review speed, reduces effort, and overall spend on 
manual review.	ß

Document classification after review stop Source: Deloitte
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“Digital	Employees”	support	process	automation	at	
debt	counselling	firm
Automation with RPA is a journey – the example of SCHULZ & PARTNER
By	Oliver	Schulz,	Volkhard	Korth,	Joachim	Grouven,	LL.M.,	and	Pascal	Kessel

"Digital employees" have taken over manual back-office activities, so that every member of the firm has more time to provide clients with individual advice and support.
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P
rofessional and holistic debt counseling requires 
competence, empathy and tact towards clients 
who require support in a very personal and diffi-
cult situation. Furthermore, from the debtor's 

point of view, it is important to receive support and ad-
vice at short notice. The focus of the debt counseling firm 
Schulz & Partner Attorneys at Law is to allow little to no 
waiting time for its clients, and to represent them profes-
sionally vis-à-vis creditors and the courts. 

The law firm has obtained support in order to be able to 
focus 100% on these important activities. Since the be-
ginning of 2022, “digital employees” have taken over 
manual back-office activities, so that every member of 
the firm has more time to provide clients with individual 
advice and support. Software robots, incorporating arti-
ficial intelligence, consistently take over successive activ-
ities such as creating a file, determining the amount of 
the claim for each debtor, or sending settlement offers to 
creditors. In this way, employees of the law firm have 
more time for topics that no “robot” can or should take 
over – namely important and sensitive communication 
with clients, creditors and courts.

Project description - preparation

With the goal of relieving employees of manual back-of-
fice tasks, Schulz & Partner first analyzed the overall pro-
cess - from the receipt of a debtor counseling contract to 
the final determination of the funding amount per cred-
itor. The overall process was then divided into individual 

process steps and the automation potential was identi-
fied in these sub-processes. 

In order for the firm to assess both the technology used 
and the project implementation partner “risk-free” in 
projects of a manageable size, individual tasks were first 
automated together as part of a pilot project. In this way, 
Schulz & Partner was able to convince itself of the result 
in productive operations and subsequently automate fur-
ther processes. It quickly became apparent throughout 
the company that the implementation was precise, ro-
bust and stable, and that employees were noticeably re-
lieved of their workload. On this basis, the degree of au-
tomation is being successively increased in view of the 
overall processes.  

Framework parameters of the pilot project

The "Processing of incoming receivables letters" process 
was selected for the pilot project. When selecting this 
process, various evaluation criteria were included in the 
decision:

 − A rule-based process with a high number of cases and 
stable systems 

 − High case numbers are processed across systems 
 − A high level of manual effort 

The evaluation criteria for a successful pilot project were 
met by the process. The goal of the pilot project was to 
keep the initial effort low on both sides in the first step in 
order to achieve results quickly. To ensure this, mile-

stones were defined during the course of the project. 
When a milestone was reached, the result was evaluated 
together with the customer and a decision was made 
whether to continue or end the project. Furthermore, 
within the pilot project not all demand letters were read 
out. Instead, the quantitative "top demand letters" were 
automated first. For this purpose, the data from the de-
mand letter relevant for process automation was defined. 
The cover letters were then analyzed and their readability 
evaluated. The result? Due to the high scanning quality 
of the demand letters on the part of the customer, the 
letters were suitable for automation.

Automation of the "Top Five" demand 
letters

As part of the pilot project, the "Top Five" demand letters 
were selected for automation. Different automation tech-
nologies were used from a “digital toolbox”:

 − Text Recognition (OCR) software is used to scan the 
demand letters. 

 − Document Understanding (DU) is used to extract the 
relevant data from the demand letters, which are struc-
tured differently for each creditor letter. 

DU is AI-powered software that enables data extraction 
and processing from documents. The AI model can be 
trained independently by the client via a web-based user 
interface, which has the advantage of increasing the con-
fidence of the AI model in a resource-efficient manner. 
Due to the large number of differently structured de-
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mand letters and the amount of data to be read out, im-
plementation without AI is not possible. The data read 
out by the DU is then transferred to a software robot, 
which uses Robotic Process Automation (RPA) to trans-
fer the data to the underlying systems. RPA enables the 
automation of manual process steps in the user interface 
of applications where data is collected and applications 
are operated like a user. In doing so, RPA works in a min-
imally invasive manner and supports manual, repetitive 
activities across systems. As a result, the use of RPA 
transformed a previously 100% manual process into a 
93% automated process.  

Within the process, the robot may need assistance in val-
idating the data or deciding on further processing. The 
robot uses a so called “Action Center” to communicate 
with the clerks through a web-based interface and then 
continues working after receiving the missing informa-
tion from human intervention.

Automation of the overall process

Considering the overall process described in the prepa-
ration, after the successful completion of the pilot project 
the aim was to expand the automation journey. Addi-
tional upstream and downstream processes were added 
to the receivables registration process:

 − In the first step, the AI model was continuously ex-
tended and improved by the customer, so that with the 
help of human-machine interaction all claim letters 
are processed automatically.

 − The upstream file creation, as well as the downstream 
processes to validate a settlement offer and the subse-
quent response to the settlement, were automated. For 
each of the processes, DU is used to read the data.

 − A downstream RPA process is used to automate the 
customer systems. Again, humans work hand-in-hand 
with the robot via the Action Center.

 − In the "Create debtor file" process, creditor data is read 
from a PDF and then the associated debtor file is 
opened and expanded to include the creditor data that 
was read in. 

 − The task is then set to be completed in the workflow 
management tool used. 

 − In the downstream process Evaluation Settlement, the 
settlements created by the customer are validated and 
documented using the master data supplemented by 
the previous processes. 

 − After the customer has sent the settlement offer, the 
robot waits for the corresponding response from the 
creditor. Once a response has been received, the robot 
accepts the response and reads the predefined data 
from the response letter.

 − Based on the letter, the AI model detects whether the 
creditor accepts, rejects, or makes a counteroffer to the 
settlement.

 − If the offer is accepted or rejected, the response is mir-
rored in the customer systems. If it is a counteroffer, 
the terms are documented and communicated to the 
clerk.

As a result, the manual effort per debtor file has been 
reduced from 15 minutes to 2 minutes.

Permanent optimization

Due to the modular development of the robots, the pro-
cesses and AI models can be constantly optimized. On 
the one hand, the continuous improvement increases the 
degree of automation and on the other hand, reduces 
human-machine interaction. The practice with automa-
tion has shown that further process optimizations and 
process ideas emerge after the completion of a successful 
pilot. 

Outlook

The value-driven approach using RPA has sharpened the 
focus on process automation at Schulz & Partner and 
demonstrated the possibilities for handing over manual 
activities from employees and staff to “digital staff ”. With 
a focus on automation, the project team is constantly 
identifying further optimization approaches. In terms of 
technology, the “artificial intelligence” is constantly be-
ing trained and focused on core tasks. In addition, the 
project team has identified the potential to enable em-
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ployees to hand over tasks to a “digital assistant” directly 
at the workplace, as needed and "at the push of a button". 

Automation with RPA is a journey. You have to start this 
journey with a first step, which can be exciting and 
promises to leverage further automation potential in the 
future.	ß
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